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Aptamers, short single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules capable of specific binding to a target of interest, are gaining in

research interest due to their versatile application potential as analytical, diagnostic, and therapeutics agents.
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1. Introduction

Aptamers offer the advantages of low synthesis cost, small size, thermal stability, ease of labeling, and ability of

regeneration. aptamers are usually obtained using the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX)

process, which was first implemented in the 1990s . During its three decades in existence, SELEX has obtained

modifications aiming to extend the target range and improve the efficiency and speed of the selection process.

SELEX is an iterative procedure of selection of target-binding species from a vast library of random oligonucleotides. The

random nucleic acid library is incubated with the target molecules to facilitate the formation of a complex between the

target and oligonucleotides displaying target affinity. Target-bound species are then separated from the rest of the

unbound library pool and PCR-amplified. The new ssDNA/RNA library enriched with target-binding oligonucleotides is

then regenerated from the PCR product and involved in the novel selection cycle. The selection continues until the library

is sufficiently enriched.

The progress of enrichment can be monitored with the simple detection of the amount of target-bound nucleic acid by

measuring the affinity of the selected oligonucleotide pool to the target or by assessing the decrease in the diversity of the

selected library. In conventional SELEX, the terminal library after the selection is cloned and 30–100 representatives are

sequenced with Sanger sequencing. Few of them are picked either randomly or based on sequence analysis for further

experimental evaluation of their affinity and specificity to the target, after which the candidate oligonucleotide can be

nominated as the aptamer. In that respect, the correct identification of candidate aptamers is a key point for the overall

selection success .

The huge progress in DNA sequencing technologies, enabling high-throughput sequencing (HTS) of DNA and RNA

molecules of different lengths, has occurred within the past fifteen years with the establishment of next-generation

sequencing technologies that found an application in SELEX technology. The starting library for aptamer selection

normally contains 10 –10  unique nucleic acid species; the library diversity is practically never sufficiently reduced with

enrichment under SELEX to a size that can be effectively covered with Sanger sequencing. Therefore, the ability to

identify up to millions of sequences provided by HTS instead of hundreds with classic sequencing perfectly fits the SELEX

procedure.

The enlarged number of recognized SELEX-derived oligonucleotide sequences enables more precise candidate aptamer

identification. In addition, HTS applied for cycle-to-cycle enriched libraries can elucidate the constraints and pitfalls of the

aptamer isolation process, which in turn can provide the basis for rendering SELEX more efficiently. The main drawback

of HTS is the generation of an enormous amount of data to be analyzed. The potential of HTS data is often not realized

due to the complexity of data processing, the need for high expertise in bioinformatics, and the lack of easy-to-use

software .

2. Sequencing Platforms

Next generation sequencing techniques include several different strategies that allow short or long reads of the target

nucleic acid molecule . High-throughput sequencing in SELEX is mainly shared between the Illumina, 454 Roche, and

IonTorrent sequencing platforms. The Illumina sequencing platform is believed to be the most widespread . All of these
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platforms employ sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) techniques and enable short reads of the target nucleic acids. The read

length is limited to 300–400 nt depending on the specific device. Commonly, the starting SELEX library does not exceed

150 nt , and the length of short-read sequencing is sufficient to read the entire sequence of library representatives.

In SBS technology, the sequenced DNA strand serves as the template for the synthesis of the complementary strand, and

the sequencing device identifies the bases incorporated into this synthesized strand. Before sequencing, the target DNA is

clonally amplified to achieve localization of the same single-stranded sequence clones at the distinct area of the

sequencing chip. This cloning serves for signal amplification during the sequencing process (Figure 1). In Illumina

technology (Figure 1a), the clones of each single template molecule are amplified directly above the sequencing chip

surface using bridge amplification . As a result, the clones of each initial template sequence form a cluster of a

detectable size on the chip.

Figure 1. Illustration of sequencing-by-synthesis technology variants implied by different high-throughput sequencing

platforms: (a) Illumina; (b) 454 Roche; and (c) IonTorrent.

The colonies of the ssDNA template are then hybridized with the sequencing primer. Then, the DNA polymerase begins

the synthesis of the complementary strand. Four fluorescently modified dNTPs are simultaneously added to the chip

surface for each synthesis step. At each colony cluster, the base-specific fluorescent signal is formed with base

incorporation, and this signal is recognized by the device detector. In 454 Roche (Figure 1b) and IonTorrent (Figure 1c)

devices, clones of a single template molecule are formed on the surface of the beads using the emulsion PCR process. A

single bead, a single template molecule, DNA polymerase, dNTPs, and primers are captured in the emulsion drop, and,

after amplification, the bead is covered with the clones of the template.

Then, the beads are distributed above the cell-structured sequencing chips, enabling further signal detection. Four

different dNTPs are iteratively added to the chip. If the added dNTP is complementary to the template DNA, the dNTP

incorporates the synthesized strand, and DNA polymerase action generates the signal to be detected by the device. In

454 Roche devices, the release of pyrophosphate during each DNA polymerization step is fluorescently detected with the

use of an enzyme cascade. IonTorrent devices electrochemically detect the release of H  at each DNA polymerization

step using an ion-sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET).

Next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques enabling long reads such as Nanopore sequencing are less applicable for

sequencing SELEX libraries. Theoretically, long reads can be useful in genomic RNA SELEX, where the initial library

species can be longer than in conventional SELEX . The ability of nanopore sequencing for the detection of modified

nucleobases can also be applicable in the process of isolating aptamers containing modified and unnatural bases .

3. Sample Preparation for High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS)

HTS always requires special library preparation before sequencing. In SBS, library preparation is intended to enable the

correct clonal amplification of the substrate and to introduce the universal primer binding site for further enzymatic

synthesis of the complementary strand for signal generation. For this purpose, the ssDNA/RNA pool obtained from SELEX

is transformed to dsDNA flanked with special adaptor sequences. These adaptors contain specific sequences that serve

both the hybridization of the target DNA with the complementary short ssDNA strands on the surface of the solid support

for further clonal amplification and in the priming of DNA synthesis. In addition to the regions necessary for hybridization
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and amplification of the template, the adaptor sequences can bear specific indices or barcodes to encode the sample,

which allows for the sequencing of multiple samples within a single chip. This option is especially relevant for the high-

throughput sequencing of the SELEX libraries obtained from cycle to cycle under the selection process.

Sequencing adaptors and kits for their incorporation can be purchased from commercial suppliers. The sample

preparation workflow for different SBS platforms is similar and includes the following steps: the conversion of ssDNA or

RNA to dsDNA, end repair (blunt-ending and the phosphorylation of 5′-ends), adenylation of 3′-ends, ligation of adapters,

selection of correct ligation product, and amplification of the adaptor-ligated product (Figure 2a). The last PCR-

amplification step is optional, and should be avoided for SELEX libraries to escape additional PCR bias . This also

shortens the sample preparation time.

Figure 2. Sample preparation workflows for sequencing library preparation. (a) The common supplier’s workflow for the

preparation of non-indexed libraries. (b) The workflow for the preparation of indexed libraries; barcodes are introduced at

the first PCR amplification step with the custom primers. (c) The workflow for the preparation of indexed libraries;

barcodes are introduced at the ligation step using the commercial adaptors. (d) Single PCR workflow for the preparation

of indexed libraries; barcodes and adaptors are introduced with the custom primers.

The only requirement is the enlarged amount of the starting dsDNA sample, which is affordable in most SELEX

experiments. The majority of sample preparation kits are developed for the preparation of sequencing libraries for large

DNA and RNA molecules and, therefore, assume mechanical or enzymatic fragmentation of the sample. For SELEX-

derived libraries, this step is not needed . The majority of protocols for commercial kits also employ the usage of

magnetic AMPure XP beads for the size-selection of DNA fragments after the adaptor ligation step. SELEX-derived

samples are typically too small for bead-based separations and, therefore could be better (but not obligatory )

processed using gel-based separations and extraction . Both agarose and polyacrylamide gels are acceptable.

As an example, a detailed sample preparation protocol for Illumina sequencing based on a commercial PCR-free adapter

ligation reagent kit is provided in . Interestingly, it was suggested that sample specific barcodes be introduced in the

first step of ssDNA PCR conversion to dsDNA with indexed primers instead of using indexed commercial adaptors (Figure

2b). The same sample barcoding approach was used in . This makes sample preparation less expensive if sample

pooling is used as it enables using only the adapter sequence for the final library, and this is especially relevant when

ordering a commercial sequencing service . Alternatively, barcode-containing adaptors can be used if necessary

(Figure 2c).

The presence of fixed flanking regions in SELEX libraries allows one to omit the ligation of commercial adapters. For

example, in , the samples obtained from different selection cycles were PCR-amplified with custom primers bearing

priming sequences specific for the SELEX library, barcode sequences for encoding the samples from different selection

cycles, and Illumina adapter sequences P5/P7 (Figure 2d). The sequencing sample was generated using only one PCR-

amplification step with no need for subsequent adaptor ligation and additional amplification. The same approach

employing fusion primers can be applied for other sequencing platforms .

A special library preparation protocol for Illumina sequencing is described for genetic alphabet expansion SELEX

(ExSELEX), which employs an unnatural base pair system for the initial SELEX library . SBS is normally unavailable for

the libraries containing modified and unnatural nucleobases. To make the library compatible with deep sequencing, a

special protocol was developed . The initial SELEX library is designed to contain a few unnatural bases in each

representative sample. Each unnatural base position is concatenated with a specific sequence of natural bases. After the
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selection process, the enriched library proceeds with two-step amplification in which unnatural bases are substituted with

natural ones and, thus, becomes SBS-compatible. After sequencing, the known specific sequences serve as a kind of a

barcode to recognize the positions of the unnatural base.

The sequencing libraries require thorough validation before sequencing because the efficiency of clonal amplification, and

thus the sequencing output, depends strongly on the library concentration. Both the library length confirming the correct

insertion of the initial template between the adaptor sequences and the library concentration should be checked. The

library size can be confirmed using standard gel separation or the Bioanalyzer system. The best method for the

determination of the library concentration is real-time PCR with special kits for the validation of NGS libraries as this

specifically detects the adaptor-containing sequences that are essential for clonal amplification . However, if the library

is clean enough and displays the correct size with no by-products, the quantification can be done with sensitive

fluorimeters like Qubit . If the multiplexed library is sequenced, the concentration of different samples should be

normalized before sample pooling to achieve equal (or desired) reads distribution between the sequences.

4. Processing of HTS Data

The use of HTS-SELEX techniques for aptamer selection requires new bioinformatics approaches to analyze the huge

amount of information produced by NGS that would make the identification of aptamer candidates based on the

sequencing results more transparent and reasonable. Simultaneously with the development of software for direct HTS-

SELEX data analysis, software solutions appeared for practical research issues related to HTS-SELEX, for instance,

reducing SELEX cycles , determining selection conditions , or even searching for binding sites .

The standard protocol for the analysis of HTS results can be divided into several stages: data preprocessing, primary

enrichment analysis, library clustering, and a binding motifs search. Separate bioinformatics instruments to perform each

of these steps individually exist, and many of them have been further integrated into more complex software packages to

perform full-scale analysis of HTS data.

Data preprocessing steps depend on the structure of the library and the sequencing method ; however, in general,

preprocessing consists of the removal of sequencing artifacts, filtering by sequence length, replacement of reverse

sequences, and, in some cases, removal or masking regions of constant sequence. Initially, each laboratory solved these

problems individually using in-house developed software , and also adopted Tallymer  software initially developed

for k-mer sequence counting by setting the k-value to the length of the library random region . Researchers with

advanced computer competences can easily perform these tasks, but special programs and adaptations of existing

platforms also appear to manage HTS-SELEX preprocessing. However, data preprocessing scripts are still aimed toward

the classic SELEX design and are not adapted to other variations. For example, many programs do not allow for the

masking of constant regions that are not at the edges of sequences, much like the Capture region in oligonucleotides

when a selection has been performed according to the Capture-SELEX protocol .

The Galaxy Project is a convenient solution for researchers without bioinformatics skills. The platform is easy to use and

contains a large number of standard text and bioinformatics tools that allow all steps of raw NGS data preprocessing to be

performed . W. H. Thiel compiled a workflow containing all the necessary stages of basic data preprocessing and the

first stages of analysis to eliminate unenriched sequences  so that the initial pool of sequences could be reduced by

more than 90%, facilitating and accelerating subsequent analysis. Another special program developed for the

preprocessing of HTS-SELEX data is AptaPLEX , which is described further as it was included in a large program

package for full HTS-SELEX data analysis.

Primary estimation of the enrichment of SELEX libraries is based on counting the copy number of each sequence in

different rounds and identifying the number of rounds in which the sequence is present. These data can serve for the

evaluation of the enrichment rate of each unique sequence throughout the library evolution under the selection pressure

. The Galaxy server offers tools for creating a non-redundant sequences database, which can further be exported and

used for further analysis of the sequence abundance scoring and their cycle-to-cycle enrichment rate using any other

desired instrument. These parameters, which are also calculated by most other programs, are used to track the dynamics

of selection and are the basis for the identification of aptamer candidates. However, an assumption that the most enriched

sequences take the lead in selection due to their ability to bind to the target is not always confirmed empirically,

particularly with the increase in selection cycles . Therefore, different programs perform sequence clusterization

or binding motifs in the search for a more representative aptamer identification.

Clusterization aims to find sequence families and estimate the enrichment of each cluster instead of the enrichment of

individual sequences. Clusterization, according to the primary structure, is based on the assumption that a random

selection of oligonucleotides with near-identical primary structure from an underrepresented library is extremely unlikely; a
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supposal that this similarity is caused by some divergent biases during library processing during SELEX is more

expectable. This clustering approach provides an opportunity to identify primary and mutant oligonucleotide forms, reduce

the diversity of an analyzing pool, and select oligonucleotides with different structures for further screening . The most

common representatives of obtained clusters are likely to be different in structure and could interact with the target in

different ways during selection .

FASTAptamer  is perhaps one of the most common software products for HTS-SELEX data analysis, especially in the

primary stages. The program has the form of an open source script set, where each script aims at solving different

problems and is usable regardless of the specifics of the SELEX experiment. The program has no graphical interface and,

therefore requires at least the simplest understanding of working with the command line. FASTAptamer can be used on

any operating system if the PERL interpreter is preinstalled that the program is written on. At the same time,

FASTAptamer scripts are available on the previously described Galaxy platform (if it is installed on the computer) and can

be combined into one workflow with data preprocessing.

The obligatory first stage of the analysis is the FASTAptamer-Count script, which uses the initially preprocessed

sequencing data to calculate and normalize the frequency of unique sequences occurring in the pool (e.g., to perform

primary estimation of the enrichment). The results of the FASTAptamer-Count are used by other scripts for sequence

clustering, comparing the enrichment in different populations, and identifying the sequences with the highest enrichment

rate over several rounds of selection. The clustering script is based on the Levenshtein distance method, which can

compare sequences of different lengths . PATTERNITY-seq, another clustering program, works on a similar principle,

but has apparently not become widespread .

Another approach to cluster sequences based on their primary structure is the local hashing algorithm. Programs based

on this algorithm work faster with a large amount of data; however, they are not capable of comparing sequences of

different lengths, and therefore all sequences must be filtered to the same length before analysis . This approach has

been implemented in the programs AptaCluster  and SEWAL . AptaCluster is described further as AptaSUITE.

SEWAL was adapted for the analysis of Illumina results and provides analysis results in the form of three-dimensional

scatter plots describing the accumulation of the sequences and their belonging to a specific cluster. The program does not

have a graphical interface, and, if the user is using a non-Apple Macintosh operating system, the source code must be

compiled before installation.

The significantly reduced pool, sized to tens or hundreds of sequences, can be subjected to the next stage of analysis

based on the primary structure: the search for text motifs. For these purposes, the programs of the MEME Suite

project  adapted for motif searching and analysis (MEME or GLAM) are the most often used. However, the programs

do not predict the secondary structure of aptamers. The search for text motifs of various lengths among all sequences

without prior data reduction processing can also be performed with the program MPBind , which evaluates the relative

change in frequency and accumulation to the last rounds for all n-mer motifs. However, the program is written for Unix

operating systems and requires advanced computer skills.

Folding structural approaches provide more complete information regarding the possible interaction of oligonucleotides

with the target. These were applied earlier, when single sequences were randomly selected from the entire pool that

successfully bound to the target . However, in the context of HTS-SELEX analysis, a large-scale search for folding

motifs is particularly relevant. In the course of library enrichment, the same folding structure can successfully accumulate;

however, if it consists of fragments with different sizes or locations in a primary structure, text aligners would ignore this

structure. However, most of the published folding searching approaches possess significant limitations.

Typically, they identify supposedly single-stranded regions (for instance AptaTRACE, which is a part of AptaSUITE

described below) equating to a target binding site, and do not recognize other variants that may also be critical for

complex formations. A successful motif search depends on the fine tuning of the parameters as biologically active folding

is not always the most energetically favorable structure and can be stabilized by its target. In addition, such programs are

focused on RNA libraries that can also distort the analysis if the library consists of oligonucleotides with other structures.

The constant sequence regions should not be deleted or masked for the correct usage of a folding searching program as

they can contribute to the formation of the secondary structure .

One of the first programs to search for aptamer folding motifs was Aptamotif . The analysis is carried out in three

stages: first, the optimal and suboptimal secondary structures are calculated using the RNAsubopt algorithm , then, the

discovered structural fragments are extracted, successfully aligned fragments are selected for the next stage, and the

most efficient variants are used to analyze the entire sequence library. The user needs to select the energy range of

possible conformations to maintain a balance between the sensitivity and computational complexity. Another limitation is

that the pool must be sufficiently enriched in binding aptamers—from 50% or more—since the algorithm does not equalize
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the entire pool, but only some of its random samples. Therefore, this approach may not give positive results for selection

experiments with a high background binding level or should be used for datasets where non-specific sequences have

been excluded.

APTANI was developed on the basis of Aptamotif . In addition to analyzing secondary structures, it realizes some other

functions such as aptamer clusterization by comparing the results of different HTS-SELEX cycles and searching for

specific binding motifs. The updated version of the program, APTANI  , has a graphical interface and provides more

complete information regarding the enriched aptamers; moreover, it is capable of identifying a new variety of secondary

structures including a rather important folding into G-quadruplex.

Other programs conduct comprehensive analysis of HTS-SELEX data using several different approaches to identify

aptamers. For example, AptCompare  is a combination of AptaCluster , FASTAptamer , MPBind , APTANI ,

RNAmotifAnalysis , and a number of other scripts for preprocessing.

The proprietary software COMPAS performs complex data processing  and conducts analysis and clustering with

different approaches that can be applied: comparison of full-length sequences or their 4–8 nucleotide k-mers, and

comparison by the criteria of Shannon information entropy. The families grouped on the basis of the primary structure are

combined with each other to form superfamilies according to possible similarities in the secondary structure. The program

checks the input data and partially preprocesses them.

RaptRanker  also carries out complex data analysis. In the first stage, it passes all sequences through a rough filter,

however, they must exactly match in length and in the sequence of constant regions. For unique sequences that have

passed the preprocessing filter, a sequence structural profile is determined using the CapR algorithms , and clustering

is performed according to a sub-sequence structural profile. The selection of specific candidates is based on the average

motif enrichment that depends on the frequency of each subsequence, motif frequency, and motif enrichment for each

cluster.

Finally, AptaSUITE  is a multifunctional program and a combination of previously published programs that carry out

various stages of the analysis of HTS-SELEX data such as the previously mentioned AptaPLEX, AptaCLUSTER, and

AptaTRACE as well as a program identifying polymerase errors AptaMUT  and simulator of HTS-SELEX—AptaSIM .

The AptaSIM program can be used for both adjusting the SELEX parameters and for an estimation of the influence of

various factors on a real selection.

The program AptaPLEX  is used for data preprocessing. It sorts the obtained sequences according to barcodes into

separate cycles, identifies and removes primers, and automatically corrects mismatches between forward and reverse

reading. The combination of the programs analyzing the primary structure AptaCLUSTER and AptaMUT describes the

dynamics of the pool enrichment, the representation of various clusters during the selection, and the accumulation of

mutations in the clusters and their possible effect on the ability to bind to the target. The folding analysis is carried out by

the AptaTRACE program, which indicates structures such as hairpins, bulge loops, inner loops, multiple loops, and

dangling ends and evaluates their enrichment during selection. AptaSUITE is a cross-platform program and has both GUI

and command line interfaces that make it convenient for people with different IT competencies.

In summary, the following different strategies can be outlined for the recognition of candidate aptamer sequences. The

first is the abundance criteria. This approach arises from the initial basis of the SELEX experiment, which presumes the

accumulation and enrichment of target specific sequences. The estimation of the enrichment rate from one selection cycle

to another is a second approach for the discovery of aptamer sequences. This strategy not only accounts for the

abundance, but also for the persistence of the individual sequence throughout the evolution process, and can help

distinguish between the target-induced enrichment and biased sequence accumulation due to other non-specific reasons.

The third strategy relies on clusterization of the sequence dataset. In this case, prominent candidates are selected from

different sequence clusters. As a result, less abundant but effective binders can be identified, while the sequences with

the highest abundance and enrichment rate scores can originate from similar sequences with a moderate binding ability,

which appear to be overrepresented due to stochastic reasons or selection bias. Finally, one further strategy for aptamer

identification originates from the notion that not the entire oligonucleotide sequence but rather a rather short region exerts

target binding; based on this, the enrichment of binding motifs instead of long sequences should serve for the recognition

of aptamer sequences.

This strategy requires, first, the discovery of overrepresented binding motifs, which may both be structural sequences.

The extracted motifs can be further clustered to achieve more precise aptamer identification. No systematic comparison of

different strategies and software solutions for candidate aptamer identification is available at the moment; however, in
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certain cases, research articles devoted to the development of particular bioinformatics tools describe a comparison to

other similar instruments .

Any of the described strategies or a combination of them can be applied in practical SELEX experiments. So far, the

choice of software tools for the analysis of HTS experimental results depends primarily on the desired aptamer

identification strategy. The computer competence of the researcher and the available user operating system can influence

the software choice. Abundance scoring can be executed using almost all described software packages.

The cycle-to-cycle enrichment rate can be assessed using Galaxy, FASTAptamer, AptaSUITE (AptaPLEX), and

RaptRankler. Cluster analysis can performed using ASTAptamer, AptaSUITE (AptaCluster), and SEWAL. A clusterization

function is also available with Galaxy, but it is not adapted for SELEX experiments. Sequence motifs can be extracted

using FASTAptamer, AptaSUITE, MPBind, MEME/GLAM (available with Galaxy or separately), and Tallymer. Structural

motifs can be identified using APTANI, APTANI , AptaSUITE (AptaTRACE), and RaptRanker. APTANI, MPBind, and

RaptRanker are intended to provide rankings of aptamer candidates with prospective binding ability, thus, practically

allows the user to escape rendering a final decision on candidate selection.

In relation to computer skills requirements, Galaxy is an absolutely outstanding tool due to its simplicity and availability for

all users. The FASTAptamer and AptaSUITE packages require minimal user experience for the installation and command

line operation. The execution of APTANI, APTANI , RaptRanker, SEWAL, or MPBind requires more complex installation.

APTANI and APTANI  also demand some bioinformatics experience of the researcher due to the need to apply user-

defined parameters. The functionality and characteristic features of the different HTS-SELEX software tools are

summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Features of the software tools developed or adapted for high-throughput sequencing data analysis in systematic

evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment.

Software
Analysis
Stages

Platforms GUI Source

Galaxy

Data

preprocessing

Web/Linux/Mac OS Yes https://usegalaxy.org/

Enrichment

counting

FastAptamer

Enrichment

counting

Linux/Mac

OS/Windows/Galaxy
No https://github.com/FASTAptamer/FASTAptamer

Sequence

based

clustering

Searching

known motifs

PATTERNITY-

seq

Sequence

based

clustering

Linux/Mac

OS/Windows
No https://github.com/AptaFred/EGE_tree

MEME/GLAM

Sequence

motif

searching

Linux/Mac OS/Web
Yes

(Web)
http://meme-suite.org
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MPBind

Data

preprocessing

Linux/Mac OS No
https://morgridge.org/research/regenerative-

biology/software-resources/mpbind/Sequence

motif

searching

Aptamotif

Structure

motif

searching

Linux/Mac OS No By request

APTANI

Enrichment

counting

Linux/Mac OS No http://aptani.unimore.it/
Structure

motif

searching

APTANI

Enrichment

counting

Linux/Mac OS Yes http://aptani.unimore.it/
Structure

motif

searching

AptCompare

Data

preprocessing

Linux/Mac

OS/Windows
Yes https://bitbucket.org/shiehk/aptcompare/src/master/

Enrichment

counting

Sequence

based

clustering

Sequence

motif

searching

Structure

motif

searching

2



COMPAS

Data

preprocessing

Unknown Yes Unknown

Enrichment

counting

Sequence

based

clustering

Structure

motif

searching

RaptRanker

Data

preprocessing

Linux/Mac OS No https://github.com/hmdlab/RaptRanker

Enrichment

counting

Structure

motif

searching

AptaSUITE

Data

preprocessing

Linux/Mac

OS/Windows
Yes https://github.com/drivenbyentropy/aptasuite

Enrichment

counting

Sequence

based

clustering

Structure

motif

searching

SELEX

simulation
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